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DECISION AND ORDER

On April 13,1994, Local 3 804, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (Local 3 804) and Local 134,
Public Works Union (Local 134) filed similar complaints (Case Numbers MPP-16,288 and MPP-
16,289 respectively) with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board) alleging
that the Town of Stratford (the Town) had committed practices prohibited by $7-470  of the
Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act or MERA) by unilaterally changing the practice



concerning granting sick leave to employees. On June 8,1994  Local 136, IFPTE, AFL-CIO filed
a similar complaint (Case Number MPP-16,439) with the Labor Board.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the cases were consolidated and came
before the Labor Board for hearing on May 3 1,  1996. All parties appeared, were represented and
given full opportunity to adduce evidence, to examine and cross-examine witnesses and to make
argument. At the hearing, the parties entered into a partial stipulation of facts and exhibits. All
parties filed briefs with the Labor Board on September 9, 1996. On the basis of the entire record
before us, we make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law and we issue the following
order.

FINDINGS OF FACT

(The following facts are based on the stipulation of the parties and upon the record evidence.)

1. The Town is an employer pursuant to the Act.

2 . The Unions are employee organizations pursuant to the Act.

3 . In 1963, the Town Council adopted an ordinance governing sick leave for all Town
employees except those employed by the Board of Education (Ex. 2). This ordinance was
subsequently codified as Article III $25-7,  et seq. of the Town Code (Ex. 2B).

4 . The Town Code specifies as follows for family sick leave in $25-12:

A. An employee eligible for sick leave with pay shall be granted such leave for the
following reasons:

***

2 . The illness of a member of the employee’s household that requires the employee’s
personal care and attention for a period of three (3) days only. (Ex.2B)

5. Although the sick leave provisions of the Town Code impose a medical certification
requirement for personal illness or physical incapacity ($2517),  there is no specific requirement for
certification for family sick leave eligibility.

6 . Each of the collective bargaining agreements between the Unions and the Town incorporates
by reference the 1963 sick leave ordinance. (Exs. 3A, 3B and 3C).

7 . Each of the collective bargaining agreements contain management rights clauses which
provide, in part, as follows:
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Except where such rights, powers and authority are specifically relinquished,
abridged or limited by the provisions of this agreement, the Town has and will
continue to retain, whether exercised or not, all the rights, powers and authority
heretofore had by it, except where such rights, powers and authority are specifically
relinquished. These rights shall include:
***

B. To establish or continue policies, practices, and procedures for the conduct of
Town business and, from time to time, to change or abolish such policies, practices
or procedures.
***

F. To prescribe and enforce reasonable rules and regulations for the maintenance of
discipline and for the performance of work in accordance with the requirements of
the Town, provided such rules and regulations are made known in a reasonable
manner to the employees affected by them.

8. Since the date of the incorporation of the 1963 sick leave ordinance into the collective
bargaining agreements, there have been no negotiations between the parties on the subject of family
sick leave.

9 . On May 11,1988, the Town Manager promulgated sick leave procedures which provided
in part:

Absence for sickness in family shall not exceed three days and a doctor’s certificate
must be presented verifying that a member of the employee’s household requires the
employee’s personal care and attention. (Ex. 10).

10. The family sick leave provisions of the sick leave ordinance and collective bargaining
agreement were administered inconsistently among the various Town Departments. The Board of
Education’, most of the Police Department and the Town Clerk’s office administered the family sick
leave policy to provide three days per year.On the other hand, supervisors in the Public Works
Department, the Fire Department and some Town Hall departments administered the policy to
provide three days of family sick leave per occurrence. (Ex. 5). With regard to the members of the
bargaining units involved in this matter, the family sick leave provisions were administered to
provide three days of leave per occurrence.

11. Prior to the 1988 memorandum, medical certificates for family sick leave were not required.
The requirement since 1988 to produce a physician’s certificate in the case of family sick leave was
not enforced with regard to Locals 134, 136 or 3804.

IThe 1963 sick leave ordinance (Ex. 2) excluded from its scope “persons employed by or under
the control of the Board of Education”. The policy applicable to these employees clearly states that three
days per year of family medical leave may be allowed. (Ex. 13).
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12. On several occasions, employees used more than the three days specified for an instance of
family illness. (Ex. 7).

13. There were also inconsistencies between the Town departments as to the definition of the
family relationship which gave rise to family sick leave eligibility. (“immediate family” or
“immediate household”).

14. When the Town obtained a payroll computer system in 1992 or 1993, it gained the ability
to monitor sick leave usage by all Town employees.

15. Jacques Obernesser, the Town’s Director of Human Resources, noticed the inconsistency of
administration of the family leave provisions of the sick leave ordinance.

16. To address the inconsistencies, Mr. Obernesser issued a memorandum on March 25, 1994
to all Local Union Presidents stating as follows:

Article III, $2512A(2)  of the Stratford Town Code deals with the amount of paid
sick leave that an employee can use when a member of the employee’s household is
ill.

Effective immediately, the Town will administer this policy on the basis that an
employee is eligible to receive no more than three days paid sick leave per calendar
year.

This eligibility is contingent on a doctor’s note substantiating that the sick household
member requires personal care and that no other member of the employee’s family
is available to provide the care. (Ex.4).

17. Shortly after the receipt of this memorandum, each of the Local Unions that are parties to this
proceeding filed complaints to protest what they alleged to be an unlawful unilateral change. The
Local Union representing the employees of the Fire Department filed a similar complaint but later
withdrew it when the issue was submitted to arbitration.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. A unilateral change in a mandatory subject of bargaining, such as the amount of sick leave
to which an employee is entitled, violates 4-470(a)(4)  of the Act, unless an adequate defense is
established.

2. The unilateral imposition of a medical certificate requirement for sick leave eligibility
violates 0 4-470(a)(4)  of the Act.
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3. The Town violated the Act by unilaterally changing the family sick leave allowances and by
imposing a medical certificate requirement for family sick leave eligibility.

DISCUSSION

This dispute was initiated by a memorandum from the Town’s Director of Human Resources
(Ex. 4) stating that the family sick leave policy specified by the Stratford Town Code (incorporated
by reference into the collective bargaining agreements of the three units involved in this matter)
would henceforth be administered to provide no more than three days paid family sick leave per
calendar year. In addition, the memorandum stated that paid family sick leave would be provided
only upon presentation of a doctor’s note verifying that the family member required personal care
and that no other member of the employee’s family was available to provide the care.

The Unions claim that the family sick leave provision had been administered differently for
many years in these three bargaining units in that the employees had been allowed three days per
occurrence of family sick leave and no medical certificate has been required. Thus, the Unions claim
that the Town’s action constitutes an unlawful unilateral change in a mandatory subject of
bargaining. The Town claims that its actions are allowed by the language of the ordinance which
has been incorporated into the collective bargaining agreements and by the management rights
clauses of the contracts. The Town further asserts that its action merely constitutes a “reasonable
work rule” designed to enforce existing policy regarding the use of sick leave.

The applicable legal principle is set forth in State of Connecticut, Dec. No. 3 170 (1993) as:

It is well established that “sick leave” is a mandatory subject of
bargaining, and thus, an employer cannot unilaterally implement
changes in policies regarding sick leave without negotiating with its
employees’ collective bargaining representative. The employer will
commit a prohibited practice if it does so, unless the employer has an
adequate defense. City ofNew  London, Dec. No. 1307 (1975). An
adequate defense to a charge of unilateral change is if the contract
between the parties allows such action or if the employer merely
establishes reasonable rules to govern an existing policy. .

We turn first to that portion of the Town’s March 25,1994 memo limiting the use of family
sick leave to three days per year. The interpretive problem arises out of an ambiguity in the original
ordinance (Ex. 2) which provides that where the illness of an employee’s household requires the
employee’s personal care and attention, family sick leave will be provided “for a period of three days
only”. We believe that this provision can be interpreted as allowing three days of sick leave per
occurrence as the Unions claim or three days of sick leave per year as the Town maintains. Thus,
we must look to the practice of the parties to determine how they have interpreted the provision in
order to assess the appropriateness of the Town’s action.
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The record establishes that the family sick leave provision was administered for many years
in these three bargaining units on the basis of three days per occurrence, rather than a maximum of
three days per year. The testimony of the Unions’ witnesses and the sick leave records themselves
(Ex. 7) clearly establish that sick leave was granted on an occurrence basis without an annual limit.
In this regard, there is no dispute that members of Locals 134 and 3804 were granted family sick
leave on an occurrence basis. Concerning Local 136, the Town relies on the testimony of Town
Clerk Patricia Ulatowski who testified that she understood the ordinance to only allow three days
per year of family sick leave. However, Ms. Ulatowski did not cite any specific dealings with the
provision nor any example in which an employee was denied more than three days of family sick
leave in a year. In fact, the records stipulated by the parties show that members of Local 136 used
more than three days of family sick leave in certain years. Finally, former long-time Local 136
President Hope Sharpe testified that her understanding of the provision was for three days of family
sick leave per occurrence. Based on the above evidence, we find that the practice with regard to
Local 136 members was to allow three days of family sick leave per occurrence.

In support of its actions, the Town pointed out that the family sick leave was limited to three
days per year in other bargaining units. We do not find the practice in other units to be helpful or
controlling. Due to the ambiguity of the language of the ordinance (and therefore, of the contract
provisions), it seems clear to us that different departments interpreted the language differently. Since
there is no clear contract language for the Town to rely on in its actions, we must be guided only by
what the practice has been in these three units to establish the parties’ interpretation of the contract
language. Because the practice clearly shows that these bargaining unit members were allowed three
days per occurrence of family sick leave, we do not find any help in the application of the ordinance
to other units.*

The Town is also not aided by the language in the management rights clauses of the
contracts. The right of management to make new policies and procedures is specifically limited by
the contract provisions. As discussed above, the practices of the parties have established an
interpretation of the contracts inconsistent with the City’s present course of action. As such, the
management rights clauses cannot be relied upon to justify the City’s action.

Finally, we are not persuaded by the Town’s reference in its brief to Arbitrator Whitney
McCoy’s famous statement in Esso  Standard Oil Co., 16 LA 73,74-75 (195 1) to the effect that an
employer’s non-use of a right does not result in its loss. This principle presupposes the clear
existence of a right, which is not the case here because of the ambiguity in the operative phrase.

2We do not find the Board of Education practice helpful in determining the meaning of the
ordinance because its employees were excluded from the terms of the ordinance, and more significantly,
because the Board of Education’s policy (Ex. 13) clearly provides that family sick leave shall be limited
to three days per year. We also find no guidance in the Fire Department’s union proposal in a
subsequent interest arbitration proceeding in which it proposed the same ambiguous language but
apparently recognized the policy of the Town as it existed after the March 24, 1994 memo.
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Thus, we cannot find that the Town rightfully relied on a clear contractual right in imposing a three
day per year limit on family sick leave usage. As such, the Town’s action in imposing this limitation
for the bargaining units in question was an unlawful unilateral change in a mandatory subject of
bargaining.3

We now turn to the medical certificate requirement in the March, 1994 memorandum. The
subject of requiring a certificate from a licensed physician for sick leave is an item to be negotiated
in an employment contract and not to be unilaterally implemented by the Town. In other words it
is a mandatory subject of bargaining. City of New London, Dec. No. 1307 (1975); cf State of
Connecticut Department of Corrections, Dec. No. 3 170 (1993). Thus, unless the employer proves
an adequate defense, it will be found to have bargained in bad faith by unilaterally changing a
requirement concerning medical certificates. The principal defenses to this charge and offered by the
Town in this case are that: (1) the collective bargaining agreement allows the action; or (2) the
requirement of a medical certificate is merely a reasonable rule to govern an existing policy. State
of Connecticut, Dec. No. 3 170 (1993).

The Town claims that because medical certificates are referenced in various portions of the
ordinance and collective bargaining agreements, its right to require a certificate in the case of family
leave is inherent. We do not agree. Although the contracts between the parties contain directly or
through incorporation of the 1963 requirements of the Town ordinance, specific medical certificate
requirements in the case of sick leave taken by an employee because of his or her own illness, there
is not a similar requirement applicable to instances of family sick leave. The various requirements
for certificates for employee sick leave are simply not susceptible of an interpretation that would
extend them to family sick leave. Thus, the employer’s contract defense fails.

Further we find that the requirement of a medical certificate is not merely a reasonable work
rule to police the use of sick leave. This type of a requirement is a benefit to the employer and
places a burden on the employees who wish to use their family sick leave benefits. Recognizing that
the employer has the right to ensure that sick leave is not being abused, imposing a medical
certificate requirement which mandates a doctor’s opinion that the employee is the only one
available to provide the necessary care for a family member who is sick, goes well beyond merely
enforcing existing policy. It imposes new rules requiring the employee to show that no one else is
available to care for a family member and also imposes the medical certificate requirement for any
number of days that the employee wishes to use his or her family sick leave benefits. This is not the
type of requirement which merely enforces an existing policy.

3We  note that in certain cases, more than three days of family sick leave were taken in
connection with a single occurrence and in other cases, family sick leave was taken where the ill person
was a member of the employee’s immediate family but not necessarily a member of the employee’s
immediate household. We do not indicate by this decision that there exists any binding practice allowing
more than three days of leave per occurrence of sick leave or that the right to family sick leave extends
beyond illness of member of the “immediate household”.
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The record is clear that the past practice for these bargaining units has not included a
requirement for a medical certificate. The existence of the 1988 memorandum (Ex. 10) does not
alter our opinion. We do not know if that requirement was legally imposed, but it is unnecessary
to determine whether that memo also constituted an unlawful unilateral change because it was
clearly never enforced with regard to these bargaining units. Thus, even if the Town decided to
impose such a requirement in 1988, the ensuing years established a different practice. Since the
record is clear that a medical certificate has not previously been required for family sick leave in
these units, the Town’s unilateral imposition of the requirement is a prohibited practice.

For all of the above reasons, the Town’s reliance on the management rights clauses of the
contracts also fails with regard to the medical certificate requirement. As discussed above, any right
the Town may have to impose practices and rules under those clauses does not apply where the
contract speaks to the issue.

ORDER

By virtue of the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by the
Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby ORDERED that the Town of Stratford:

I. Cease and desist from:

A. Limiting family sick leave to three days per calendar year for the bargaining unit
members of Locals 134,136 and 3804;

B. Requesting or requiring a medical certificate to substantiate the use of family sick
leave for the bargaining unit members of Locals 134, 136 and 3804

II. Take the following affirmative steps which the Board finds will effectuate the purposes
of the Act:

A. Make whole any employee in Locals 134, 136 or 3804 for any loss suffered as
a result of the Town’s limitation of family sick leave to three days per calendar year;

B. Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60) consecutive days
from the date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees of the bargaining unit
customarily assemble, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety.

C. Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the Labor
Department, 38 Wolcott Hill Road, Wethersfield,  Connecticut within thirty (30) days of the receipt
of this decision and Order of the steps taken by the Town of Stratford to comply herewith.
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CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/John H. Sauter
John H. Sauter
Chairman

s/C. Ravmond Grebev
C. Raymond Grebey

s/David C. Anderson
David C. Anderson



CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage paid this 28th day of April,
1997 to the following:

David A. Dunn, Labor Consultant
1656 Main Street
Stratford, Connecticut 06497

Attorney J. William Gagne, Jr.
1260 Silas Deane Highway
Wethersfield,  Connecticut 06 109

Carl Webb, International Representative
22 Belleview Drive
Derby, Connecticut 064 18

Mark Barnhart, Town Manager
Town of Stratford
Town Hall, 2725 Main Street
Stratford, Connecticut 06497

Jack Obemesser, Director of Human Resources
Town of Stratford
Town Hall, 2725 Main Street
Stratford, Connecticut 06497

Attorney Susan Creamer
Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
444 East Main Street
New Britain, Connecticut 0605 1

Bill Kluytenaar
Staff Representative
Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
444 East Main Street
New Britain, Connecticut 0605 1

John W. Kingston, Agent ’
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
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